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� HELLO THERE�
I'm Tim and I have a huge passion for photography and art, I have my 
own style and way of looking at the wonders of the world through a 
lens.

I do not generally look to other wedding photographers for my 
influences, I use fashion and art to express my work. My style is not for 
everyone I appreciate that, so I'm looking to work with creative art 
inspired couples, every wedding is a collaboration, if you like what you 
see please get in touch I will always try to fit in with your budget.

I take great pride in capturing those special, once in a lifetime moments 
for you to cherish. This brochure will give you a guide on my style and 
how I inject your personalities into your wedding images. The result 
will be something truly unique and magical to look back on from your 
wedding day. My aim is to create art that we will all be proud of and 
never tire of looking at.

I'm lucky to have been featured on some awesome blogs and in some 
cool magazines such as British Vogue, Love My Dress, Brides Up 
North. Doily Days & many man more!

“OH MY GOD the 
pictures look even 
better than we 
imagined they would. 
We can’t thank you 
enough for taking such 
brilliant pictures and 
being absolutely fab to 
have there on the day. 
We can’t stop looking 
at them!” Rach & Stu
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We were not sure about hiring a photographer mostly because we didn't know how or 
why ??  But Tim made our day that more special and blew away any doubts in our minds. 
He was helpful and very communicative and then on the day we had so much fun even my 
partner who hates photos loved it! He got on great with everyone and made the whole 
experience a joy and the photos were incredible beyond our expectations as well as being 
great value for money! I would recommend Tim to anyone who wants fun, beautiful photos 
on their wedding day ! Thank you again from the bottom of our hearts



MY STYLE

      I truly believe that everyone who books a professional photographer for their wedding, deserves the
 best and most magical photographs of their big day to look back on and to cherish. 
My style is creative, innovative and most of all- fun!  
I  like to blend in with your guests and take reportage style, natural photos of you and your guests having 
the time of your lives. I make an extra special effort to capture those little details and those crucial 
moments of your wedding day- such as the first time you see each other at the ceremony, your family’s 
face when they see you in your dress/ suit for the first time, the celebratory confetti throwing and all the 
other little moments that make weddings that little bit extra special. Every wedding has a different “feel”, 
this comes from the top down, it comes from you and it’s my job to reflect this in our creative imagery 

I also love to take creative and more styled portraits of you both as a couple, so if time allows we tend to 
whisk our brides and grooms away from the craziness for a short time to get some either romantic/ uber-
cool style shots of you both together in your fancy get up- kind of like a mini photo shoot! This is after 
we’ve had consultations with you to discuss exactly how you want your photos to look. I'm well aware 
that you may have previously felt uncomfortable in front of the camera, this may be if you have been told 
to "SMILE" or been contorted into uncomfortable poses, I wont be doing any of this. If you feel 
uncomfortable in front of the camera then that's how you will appear on the final image. One of the great 
skills of a good wedding photographer (or any photographer) is to make the subject feel comfortable in 
front of the camera



 

Typically you would receive

� Full Wedding Day Coverage from 
preparations through to the dancing 

� 1 Photographer (2 is an option)  

� 1 Bespoke wooden USB in presentation 
box containing up to 800+ of your images, 
full resolution Jpegs.The same 800+ images 
with a vintage treatment and again all the 
images in black and white too.

� Private gallery online for viewing & 
ordering prints 

Also a blog post soon after the wedding, 
these images will be Phtoshopped so you 
look your absolute best, you wont be able to 
tell they have been edited(look at the images 
in my blog)-You willl just look fantastic!

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY

from £800

CONTACT ME FOR A BESPOKE QUOTE

When I say ‘Full Wedding Day Coverage’, I really mean it! I don’t like to limit myself to the hour and we 
don’t charge by the hour either. We will be there photographing from when you’re getting ready right up 
until the dancing in the evening (and I might even have a bit of a boogie myself if you don’t mind!).  

“EXCUSE ME, I HAVE A QUESTION! - What if I only require half day coverage/ my wedding is mid week 
out of season? Do I still have to pay full whack?” 

Of course not :) Please email me about mid week weddings or if you require us only for half a day and 
we shall provide you with a bespoke quote to suit your circumstances: 
� timsimpsonphotography@gmail.com �



“wow! We have shared
them withmily & friends and have received so many amazing 
comments about the pics, for example - ‘It looks like your 
wedding was part of a perfect magazine shoot’! We really are so 
pleased with the images. 

I would absolutely recommend Tim Simpson Photography to 
everyone! We really didn’t notice Tim & Amanda on the day, to 
the extent that I was a little worried at first that we weren’t going 
to 

have pictures of all the details.... but these images have proved 
me very wrong! Exactly what you want in your wedding 
photographers, so talented. Thank You!” Leanne & Nik



 

ENGAGEMENT SHOOT
£200

SECOND PHOTOGRAPHER

£200
PHOTO BOOTH

£350

ROCK THE FROCK
£250

BOUDOIR SHOOT
£300

ANALOGUE PHOTOGRAPHY

£90 PER ROLL

VIDEOGRAPHY
FROM £800

ALBUMS
FROM £450

PLEASE CONTACT 
ME FOR A QUOTE

HERE at Tim Simpson Photography I don’t like to restrict any of
my potential couples to ‘packages’. I believe you should get to 
choose exactly what you want from your wedding photography. 

I have developed a list of extras for you to choose from to 

create your own ‘package’.... 

*Please note that these prices only apply when you book me as 
your wedding* photographers. Please contact me if you 
already have a photographer but would like one of our other 
services.

 EXTRAS



 AWARDS
 I have the honour of being voted "The UK's Best Wedding 
Photographer for the last 2 yaers on teh run by a body of 
professional photographers (The IPPN).
I have also been voted in the Top 10 Worlds Best Wedding 
Photographeers by the brilliant "OneEyeland"
Also "Your Perfect Wedding Photographer" have voted my 
UK's Top 10 and i am an Invited Member of "The World Elite 
Wedding Photographers"

Plus, you get to buy an extra human for £200.... what’s not to like?! ;) 
Where to start Tim and co are amazing from 1st meeting Tim at crow hill we knew we wanted him to 
photograph our wedding so we booked him and was not disappointed the day was amazing.Where to 
start Tim and co are amazing from 1st meeting Tim at Crow Hill we knew we wanted him to 
photograph our wedding so we booked him and was not disappointed the day was amazing with Tim 
climbing walls laying on the floor etc just to get the perfect shot and that they did we have lost count 
of how many times we've been through out photos and keep noticing more we've missed the last 
time round we love every last one of them and can't thank Tim and co for capturing our amazing day 
it wouldn't of been the same without them they're extremely talented and we could not recommend 
enough the most friendly out going people you could meet thank you again Laura and Andy 
Higginbotham

My husband and I knew we wanted something a little different for our wedding photos, and 
when our venue (Upwaltham Barns) suggested Tim Simpson Photography and showed us their 
work we were blown away. After getting in contact with Tim and spending far too long chatting 
on the phone with him about ideas, I knew we needed to book him! Throughout the lead up to 
the wedding Tim worked with us to perfect our vision for the day and was on hand to answer 
any questions, particularly regarding the film cameras we were also wanting to use. On the day 
itself, Tim was just incredible! So friendly and really put us at ease. We had an absolute blast 
going off with them to take our couple photos and we could tell at the time that the photos we 
got back were going to be really special. We were not disappointed! Our photos really are 
beautiful... they are a perfect mixture of artful composition and candid shots and I really feel 
they capture the happiness and laughter of the day. We have had so many compliments from 
guests and I cannot wait to make them into an album! The whole experience was wonderful 
and my favourite part (aside of course from the beautiful photos themselves!) was getting to 
know a wonderfully kind couple who are so talented and passionate about what they do. 
Thanks so much guys!!



YOU’RE engaged! CONGRATULATIONS!
Why not treat yourselves to a pre-wedding engagement 
shoot? These sessions are a great way to help you relax 
in front of the camera before your wedding day as well 
as an enjoyable and fun experience. You’ll also get to 
know us a little better too, which is handy if we’re going 
to be with you on your wedding day journey! 

Engagement shoots are tonnes of fun. They last up to 2 
hours and can be in one or two locations of your choice 
(I know some fab locations too if you’re stuck for ideas).  
The results are a series of cutesy but cool images for 
you to look back on and you can even use one or two of 
the images for some alternative style wedding 
invitations- which a few of our past couples have done 
and they looked great! 

I also offer super high quality prints, engagement albums 
(great to accompany your wedding album!) and bespoke 
luxury frames in an array of colours, shapes and sizes, 
so please ask us about these :) 

ENGAGEMENT SHOOT

ENGAGEMENT SHOOT
£200

� 1 hour session in location(s) of your choice 

� A saving of £100 (engagement shoots normally 
costs £300 when not booked with a wedding) 

� Private gallery online for viewing, sharing 
with friends and family & for ordering prints. 



PHOTO BOOTH
£350 

when booked with full coverage & 2 photographers

� A professional, pop-up mini studio, professional lighting and 
photographer and assistant. 

� An abundance of props (these can be themed, tailored & 
chosen by you to suit your wedding if you wish!) 

� Photos posted on social media for guests to download 48 
hours after wedding 

� Private gallery online for viewing, sharing with friends and 
family & for ordering prints 

Always a smash hit and our most popular chosen extra is our 
hilariously charming PHOTO BOOTH! 
My photo Booth is great fun for you and your guests of all ages. Even 
those guests whom you feel will shy away usually end up embracing it, 
resulting in some hilarious photographs for you to cherish forever. We 
supply all the props, including moustaches on sticks, funny glasses, 
blackboards for personalised messages, vintage china, wigs, animal 
masks, etc, etc! Its a great way for people to let their hair down and 
adds to a relaxed wedding vibe. 

I use my experience as portrait photographers to help (if needed) with 
the posing, the booth is also lit with professional flash to ensure quality 
photographs and even lighting of groups. Save £200 when booked with 
our wedding photography service with 2 photographers for full day 
coverage! I also offer the option of providing a bespoke, personalised 
guestbook and your photo booth images printed out polaroid style on 
the night, ready for your guests to stick in the guest book and leave a 
message for you! The guest book costs £150 extra to the Photo Booth. 

Our set-up consists of a backdrop of your choice, 2-3 booths/stands for 
props, guest book signing and instant polaroid style printing. It has been 
designed and made for us by Doris Loves (friends of ours and amazing set 
designers) and is complete with light up, side-show style Photo Booth signs. 
It makes a statement for sure. 
This style of booth is now much more popular, you get pro quality images 
and I can accomodate large groups



 

ROCK THE FROCK

So, you’ve spent a great deal of time finding 
that fantastic dress, why just wear it once?! I 
will take you out or meet at a favourite location 
and spend some quality time with you and 
either Cherish (your dress stays clean) or Rock 
the dress (it may get a bit dirty or wet 
depending on how brave you are and the 
weather). 

I'll bring some props for optional use and you 
are welcome to bring some too. It’s one more 
chance to wear your special dress and really 
show it off to it’s full potential and create some 
great images of you in your frock one more 
time. You could even bring along the husband/
wife/dog/cat/kids/tortoise to get involved! 

Just like with our engagement shoot, we offer 
many different kinds of albums, frames and 
prints for you to choose from after the shoot if 
you wish, just get in touch for more details. 

� A 1-2 hour photo shoot in a location of 
your choice or even in our professional 
photographic studio. 

� A stylist to style your dress throughout the 
shoot. 

� Private gallery online for viewing, sharing 
with friends and family & for ordering prints 

ROCK THE FROCK
£250



 

An intimate and beautiful shoot involving the delicate and 
special set of lingerie that you have chosen for your wedding 
day. We feel that your wedding lingerie deserves to be seen and 
our boudoir shoots always result in sensuous, classic and 
stunning results – they make a perfect and unique gift for your 
partner (and for yourself)! 

Don’t be shy, take the plunge! Be you, love your body and we 
promise you will be thrilled by the results. 

If you are feeling a little shy, a Boudoir shoot is the best way to 
overcome and nerves or awkwardness you may feel in front of 
the camera. We have lots of experience in this field and know 
just how to make you feel at ease as we understand how 
daunting it can be feeling a little exposed. 

After shoot products include high quality printing, extra images, 
bespoke luxury frames and gorgeous boudoir albums so please 
ask about these! 

BOUDOIR SHOOT
£300

� A 1 hour photo session in our professional 
photographic studio. 

� A female stylist to style your lingerie 
throughout the shoot. 

� Your choice of props and set ups. 

� Private gallery online for viewing, sharing 
with friends and family & for ordering prints 

BOUDOIR SHOOT



  £350ANALOGUE PHOTOGRAPHY
£90 PER ROLL

� Carefully selected moments and details from 
your day snapped on film (2-3 rolls 
recommended for a nice selection). 

� Choice from many of our top of the range 
Vintage cameras; Hasselblad/ Lomo/ Olympus 
OM10 to mention a few! 

� A truly authentic vintage feel to your images 
with a few abstract treats.


ANALOGUE PHOTOGRAPHY

“I guess what I love about film is that you see the care of the hand that 
shaped it and the scars of the dust and hair from the world around it. A life 
of it’s own to be loved and adored... The scan itself is merely a snapshot of 
the life it held in that moment, just like us it too shall pass. Carried on only 
by the lives it touched.” - Matt Fry (Photographer) 2013. 

We are huge film geeks and absolutely love photographing using our old 
analogue cameras (of which we have quite the collection!). 

So, we thought why not share our love for it by offering it to you lovely lot 
for your wedding day. We think that film images are that extra bit special, 
so what better way to capture part of your day?  

❤❤ ❤❤ ❤❤ ❤❤ ❤❤ ❤❤ ❤❤ ❤❤ 
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OH, & ONE LAST THING:  ENJOY YOUR 
WEDDING DAY

it fies by �






